Our strategy: health.
plan:g takes a rights-based approach:
plan:g acts as a Catholic human rights organisation. Everyone has the right to
1. available, 2. accessible, 3. acceptable and 4. adequate health care. To this we
are committed.
We draw upon international agreements on the protection of human rights.
And upon the sources of our faith. Religion has helped develop human rights
– as much in the Old and New Testament as in the Quran. We overcome
fundamentalist readings of sacred texts and focus on establishing human
rights in religion.
Humans are part of creation, which is why the concepts of One Health (human
and animal health are inextricably linked) and Planetary Health are based
on a human rights approach.
plan:g works in the health sector of development cooperation:
By offering consulting to help partner organisations with management challenges in the health sector deal with issues such as sustainable financing or
ensuring child protection.
By offering capacity development, i.e. (i) skills training for individuals,
(ii) organisational development, (iii) people or organisational networking and
(iv) improved (statutory) regulations.
By advancing project innovations in (i) research and (ii) advocacy (i.e. taking
up the struggle of marginalised people, whose voice we make heard) our work
and the work of others becomes more effective.
plan:g communicates without undue simplification:
As the problems of our time become increasingly complex, the solutions
aren’t always easy. This makes global learning key.
Our advocacy work is 1. rights-focused, 2. poverty-oriented, 3. evidencebased (building on recognised, objective and current research), 4. participatory
and 5. non-violent.
plan:g provides orientation:
We faciltate knowledge exchange between East African and Arab states. People
in the partner countries of development cooperation are irreversibly linked to
eachother. This includes the people of Austria. Our aim is to advance the socioecological transformation of the One World in partnership, by drawing on the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG 3) of the United Nations.
plan:g needs all donations, but only accepts some:
We need as much support as we can get. Individual donations and bequests ensure our independence (e.g. from political parties or the pharmaceutical industry).

Orientation: to see – to judge – to act.
Find out more: www.plan-g.at/jahresbericht-2019
Catholic human rights organisation in the health sector.
Developing international cooperation since 1958.

